Rue Naujac Cabernet
Sauvignon Lot 33 Columbia
Valley 2018
Washington, U.S.
90 points - Wine Align

$26.95 per bottle ($323.40 per case)
12 bottles per case
QUANTITY

1

ADD TO CART

Red Wine
Cabernet Sauvignon
Dry
Full Bodied
750ml
13.70% alc./vol

Bold & Earthy
Born and raised in the New World but
influenced by his time in Bordeaux, this
Columbia Valley Cab represents Nicholas’s story
in a bottle - New World terroir meets old world
"savoir faire".
Bold and full-bodied, with balance and
complexity. Showing aromas of black and red
fruits, toasted herbs, graphite and leather. A
mouthful of ripe dark fruit consisting of
blackberry and black currant combined with
notes of spice and dark chocolate. A fruitforward finish offering a balanced and
integrated tannin structure. This Cab is a blend
of two different vineyards, one in Wahluke Slope
AVA; the other in Horse Heaven Hills AVA. 2018
is likely the best Cabernet Sauvignon vintage in
Washington since 2007 or 2012.
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Rue Naujac is the street Nicholas lived on while
studying/working in France and Bordeaux is the
country's 33rd department, both of which gave
the inspiration for the name and lot #! He would
always make reference to the "33" as a slang
name for the city of Bordeaux (like THE6IX),
always to the amusement of his French
entourage.
Pair with BBQ meats, rich stews or steak.
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About the Winery
Pearce Family Wines
In the early 2000's Nicholas Pearce was exposed to the garagiste
movement in Bordeaux and was particularly inspired by négociants like
Jean Luc Thunevin (Saint Emilion), James Sichel (Margaux) and Nicolas
Potel (Beaune) from Burgundy.
After returning home to Ontario and starting his own wine company, he has
had a hand in making 10+ wines in two hemispheres, 3 countries and 5 different appellations since the 2013
vintage.

Press Reviews
Wine Align
90 points - Michael Godel
The latest in wine merchant Nicholas Pearce's negoce project (that counts 10 wines in three countries I believe) is
this Columbia Valley cabernet sauvignon. Rue Naujac is the street Pearce lived on while studying and working in
France and Bordeaux is the country's 33rd department. The reference "33" is slang for Bordeaux, a wink-wink,
nudge-nudge laugh for those who know him. A blend of two different vineyards, one in Wahluke Slope AVA & the
other in Horse Heaven Hills AVA. Deep, dark, unctuous, flowing with Cassis and no shortage of graphite notes
neither. Good spirit and quite correct, better and more honest than most at the west coast price. Drink 2020-2024.
Tasted July 2020.
90 points - David Lawrason
This is a quite tasty and delicious cabernet if veering into sweet territory. It is quite full bodied, smooth and dense,
and balanced in that sense. The nose is very ripe with blackcurrant jam, spice and generous oak spice. It is full
bodied, with some cabernet earthiness and dried herbs. Very good to excellent length. Tasted August 2020.
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90 points - John Szabo, MS
A creation of Ontario importer Nicholas Pearce in partnership with a French winemaker with 30 years experience
in Washington, Rue Naujac is the street Pearce lived on while studying/working in France, and Bordeaux is the
country's 33rd department, both of which gave the inspiration for the name and lot # of this wine. It's made of
pure Cabernet Sauvignon, 64% of which is from the coveted Wahluke Slope AVA, and 36% Horse Heaven Hills
AVA, with 15% new oak used for maturation. It's crafted in a typically forward, plush and dark fruit flavoured
Washington style, immediately engaging and appealing, with a vague sensation of sweetness on the palate to
broaden appeal. Tannins are thick and velvety, while mocha-chocolate flavours fold into the fruit. Both
sophisticated and approachable, a winning style all around, well priced. Tasted July 2020.
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